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SO WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL?

As providers of a variety of services, 
child welfare agencies and foster 
families must scrupulously 

document their work, carefully choosing the 
right words to support their work. Given the 
vast and myriad of activities and services 
completed on a daily basis, this becomes even 
more important. Failure to document social 
services, mental health services, foster parent 
certification details, daily activities or any of 
the other countless activities you do can create 
a liability for your agency. 

IF IT’S NOT IN WRITING, DID IT HAPPEN?
Documentation of services becomes vital when 
allegations are made in civil or administrative 
litigation that the child welfare agency and/or 
foster family did not provide services based 
on the standard of care. For example, if a child 
claims that he or she was abused in foster 
care, the agency and foster family need to be 
able to demonstrate through documentation 
that: (1) the child was visited by a qualified 
social worker regularly according to the 
number of times required by law and/or 
contract; (2) the foster parents were trained 
and certified properly and that their home 
met all certification criteria in accordance 
with all regulations and statutes; (3) the 
visits to the foster home by the agency social 
worker and all other staff as set forth in the 
treatment plan were made in accordance with 
all requirements; (4) all services provided 
happened and were documented in accordance 
with any specific requirements and according 
to accepted standards in the practice.

“Are you saying that my word about what 
happened isn’t good enough?” The old adage 
“If it’s not in writing, it didn’t happen” is a 
good guide to follow as a routine matter 
of procedure. Given the demands of busy 

schedules and workloads common to foster 
care, it becomes difficult to recall activities 
from past work days or weeks. The reality 
is that there may be times when child 
welfare agencies and foster parents may find 
themselves in situations where they must be 
able to provide substantiation of the conduct 
and actions taken during some time in the 
past. By documenting all activities and services 
as a matter of common practice, everyone is 
better equipped to protect themselves against 
allegations of wrong doing.

Ultimately careful and conscientious 
documentation enriches the quality of services 
provided and in doing so can ultimately protect 
the foster family and agency. 

WHAT TO DO

In order to better protect against these 
risks, your agency should have policies 
and procedures in place regarding the 
expectations of appropriate documentation 
for everyone involved in the lives of the 
kids entrusted to your care. Much like 
doctors record notes immediately after 
a patient visit, documentation should be 
done contemporaneously with the visit or 
session. Policies and procedures should stress 
that reasonable steps are taken to ensure 
documentation in records is accurate and 
reflects the services performed. Likewise, 
documentation should include ample and 
suitable information to enable the directing of 
services and to warrant the stability of services 
provided to others in the future.

If too much time passes between the visit or 
session before the work is documented, there 
can be doubt as to the credibility of the work 
that was done. Each session or visit should be 
thoroughly documented to support the amount 
of time that was spent. Further, there should 

be consistency in the way files are maintained. 
Certification files should have consistent 
placement in the file of all documents. 
Systems should be in place to capture any 
documents that require regular updates such 
as foster parent driver’s licenses and DMV 
records, insurance, health screening, renewal 
of homestudy, home inspections and other 
important documentation.

Mental health files should provide separate 
filing for psychotherapy notes in order to 
provide maximum confidentiality as set forth 
in HIPAA regulations.

Understandably, few cherish the charge of 
judicious documentation. The effort and time 
needed to do so can be disheartening and 
overwhelming. However — as many agencies 
and foster families have learned by experience 
in the face of a dissatisfied party’s accusations 
— a judiciously detailed record can turn out to 
be the best ally of all involved. ❁
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The importance of adequate documentation
“Neither James Madison, for whom this lecture is named, nor any of the other Framers 

of the Constitution, were oblivious, careless, or otherwise unaware of the words they chose 
for the document and its Bill of Rights.” — Diane Wood, Chief Justice, U.S. Court of Appeals, 7th Circuit


